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Fang was renominated Regional Director for the period 1 July 19ol to 
(See resolution WP/RC11.R1.) 

Dr 
30 June 

At its first plenary session the Committee established its Sub-Committee on 
Programme and Budgets composed of representatives from the following countries: 
Australia, France, Korea, Netherlands^ Portugal and the United State豸 of America. 
The Sub-Committee held two meetings^ following which it submitted a report to the main 
Committee. Further details are given in Part 工工 and Annex 3 of this report. 

INTRODUCTION 

The eleventh session of the Regional Committee for the Western Pacific was held 
in Manila^ from 12-17 August I960, in the WHO Conference Hall. 

The meeting was attended by re pre sent at i ves of all Member States in the Region, 
except Cambodia and Laos, and of Member States responsible for territories in the 
Region. Representatives of the United Nations, UNICEF, the Technical Assistance 
Board and observers from the South Pacific Commission^ the Rockefeller Foundation, 
the International Committee of Military Medicine and Pharmacy and the. following 
non-governmental organizations in official relations with WHO. were also present: 
International Association for the Prevention of Blindness，International Committee of 
Catholic Nurses, International Conference of Social Work, International Council of 
Nurses^ International Dental Federation, International Federation of Gynecology and 
Obstetrics^ International Federation of Surgical Colleges^ 工international Hospital 
Federation

5
 International Society for the Welfare of Cripples, International Union 

of Architects, International Union for Health Education of the Public, League of Red 
World Federation of 
Dorolle^ the Deputy 

Cross Societies, Medical Women
1 

Occupational Therapists
5
 World-

Director-General « attended the 

s International Association； 
Medical Association. Dr P, 
meeting. 

The Cpmmittee,elected 

Chairman* : 

Vice-Chairman : 

Rapporteurs 

. . . . i n English .:. 

‘ ‘in French : * 

the following officers: 

Dr R. К. C: Lee (United States of America) 

Dr Ten Yoon Fong (Malaya) 

Dr 0. J..M. Kranendonk,(Netherlands) 

Dr J. P. Màrtins (Portugal) 

Formal statements were made by 
the Technical Assistance Boards thé 
organization^ in.official relations 

the representatives of the United Nations- UNICEF, 
South Pacific Commission， and nine non-governmental 
with.WHO. 

The agenda is'given'in Annex 1. 

I. С 
1966 
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The twelfth session of the Regional Committee will be held in Wellington,, New 
Zealand. The Committee expressed its appreciation of the invitation of the 
Government of Korea to hold its thirteenth session in Korea but decided to defer 
making a decision until the twelfth session of the Committee. (See resolution 
WP/RC11.R13.) 

In the course of five plenary sessions the Committee adopted fifteen resolutions^ 
which are set out in Part V. 

PART I. ANNUAL REPORT OF THE REGIONAL DIRECTOR 

The Committee examined in detail the tenth Annual Report of the Regional 
Director (document WP/ïlCll/З). 

The Committee noted that encouraging progress had been made in the strengthening 
of national health administrations and that the need for better co-ordination and 
careful planning had received increased recognition. Activities in connexion with 
the development of comprehensive rural health services^ with maternal and child health 
as an integral components had continued and there was every indication that rapid 
expansion would take place in the year to come. The education and training of 
national personnel of all categories still remained a need of fundamental importance 
but newer regional training facilities were planned for the future. Experience had 
shown that training within the Region was relatively more economical than training 
elsewhere^ thus permitting the award of a greater number of fellowships with the funds 
available. It was also often more useful to the fellows concerned^ as it was carried, 
out in an environment with similar conditions and problems. 

In the field of nursing, the year
1

 s work had been encouraging. The need for 
increasing thé number of nursing personnel and improving the quality of nursing 
services was bein^, more gene-rally recognized. 

• "i ' • • 

Assistance to governments in combating the communicable diseases had continued 
to receive priority. The year had seen the intensification of antimalaria activities 
throughout the Region and the сoneapt of eradication was now accepted by most 
governments. The results of the mass yaws campaigns and subsequent surveys had been 
most satisfactory. There had been an increase in the number of countries planning to 
undertake public health programmes for tuberculosis control or to expand existing 
ones. Smallpox had continued to decline in the endemic countries and the Governments 
of Cambodia, Korea and Viet Nam were vigorously pursuing mass vaccination campaigns. 

In the field of environmental sanitation the utilization of municipal refuse and 
night-soil to produce a hygienic end-product for use on growing crops, by means of 
compostingj had shown an encouraging growth. 

There had been increased joint planning with other agencies working in the field 
of health and a much closer relationship had been developed with the South Pacific 
Commission. 
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During the discussions emphasis was placed on the importance of studying the socio-
economic conditions and potential resources of the countries concerned as a basis for 
the planning and establishment of long-term public health programmes. It was also 
pointed out that health programmes should be co-ordinated with national economic develop-
ment programmes. The importance of integration being planned from the start of a 
programme was again stressed. 

The Committee noted with satisfaction that increasing interest was being shown in 
vital and health statistics. It was pointed out that advisory services in connexion 
with the establishment or development of such services should be sufficiently flexible to 
permit their adaptation to the stage of development of the country or territory concerned. 

Attention was paid to the need for good planning in the establishment or develop- Л 
ment of hospitals and the importance of the number of beds being commensurate with the 
population to be covered was emphasized. 

The importance of the development of nutrition programmes was underlined and the 
Regional Director was requested to assist governments to carry out more extensive studies 
to determine the social and economic factors leading to nutrition problems. He was 
also asked to distribute to governments material collected on measurements relative to 
nutrition in people living in countries with similar problems. 

The value of educational inter-country programmes was again mentioned as they had 
been found to have been of much benefit and to have had considerable influence on the 
development of national programmes. 

The proposed establishment of an environmental sanitation project to provide a 
supply of piped water to rural and island communities was noted with interest and the 
Regional Director was requested to provide interested governments with information on 
the progress made. 

The Committee noted that in the field of leprosy control there had been reluctance 
in some quarters to bring legislation into line with scientific advances. It recognized 
that there was a need for wider appreciation by all peoples of the world of advances in 
•the treatment and control of leprosy/ and that health administrations might sometimes 
be reluctant to adopt polièies in conformity with these advances in knowledge, because 
of the slowness with which the general public

 3
 also professional and political groups j, 

could be convinced of the modern viewpoint regarding this disease. It recommended 
that' the World Health Organization should, intensify its global public information and 
educational activities in an endeavour to change age-old attitudes to leprosy and to 
-gain acceptance of modern concepts and suggested that leprosy should be an early subject 
for a World Health Day. (See resolution WP/RC11 .R) . ) 

The Committee noted with satisfaction the inclusion in the report of short 
evaluation summaries on completed projects and the opinion was expressed that these 
provided useful information. 

The Committee unanimously adopted resolution W P / R C 1 1 . R 2 . 
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PART II. PROPOSED PROGRAMME AMD BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1962 

The Sub-Committee on Programme and Budget (established in accordance with 
resolution WP/RC7.R7 adopted by the Coramittee at its seventh session) held two 
meetings, during which it made a detailed examination of the proposed programme and 
budget estimates in the Western Pacific Region. The discussion was broken down into; 

(1) review of the regular programme and budget for 1961 in the light of present 
budgetary adjustments and consideration of amendments proposed by Member countries; 
(2) proposed programme and budget estimates for 1962 - regular programme; ⑶ Malaria 
Eradication Special Account； (4) supplementary list of projects; and (5) Expanded 
Programme of Technical Assistance. 

The report of the Sub-Committee, which is contained in Annex 2, was considered, 
and accepted by the main Committee. (See resolutions WPAcil.R斗 to WP/RC11.R7 
inclusive•) 

PART III. OTHER MATTERS DISCUSSED 

Proposed programme of work for a specific period (documents WP/ïlCll/б and Corr.l) 

The Committee considered a proposed second general programme of work for a 
specific period presented by the Regional Director. It decided to extend Ъу one 
year the first general programme of work, and adopted the second general programme of 
work for the specific period 1962-1965. (See resolution WP/RC11.R8. ) The text of the 
second general programme will be found in Annex J>. 

2. Malaria eradication (document WP/RC11/8) 

The Committee considered the report of the Regional Director on the malaria 
eradication programme in the Region. It noted that antimalaria activities were in 
progress in practically all the malarious countries in the Region and that the 
regional training facilities had been Improved by the holding of courses at Tala, 
Rizal, Philippines. It also noted that two trials with medicated salt were now in 
operation in the Region. The serious financial situation facing malaria eradication 
operations was discussed and the Committee called on Member governments, particularly 
those countries with no malaria problem, to contribute generously to the financing 
of the world-wide malaria eradication programme. 

A resolution was adopted urging Member governments to give first priority to 
malaria eradication programmes even when the incidence of the disease had been 
reduced to a. low leveX> and "fco ensure "that money, personnel smd ma.~t@z*l.s.ls were nifide 
available to support the programme. The Regional Director was requested to continue 
to extend and improve the facilities for the training of malaria staff in the Region 
and to ask the South-East Asia Regional Office to approach the government concerned 
with a view to intensifying the malaria operations in Kalimantan and obtaining, as 
soon as possible, information on the progress of the campaign. (See resolution 
WP/RC11.R9.) “ 



(4) FIJI - Report on the progress of health activities 

Report on the progress of health activities for the fiscal 

CHINA (TAIWAN) « Report on the progress of health activities during 

fiscal year I960 

(6) HONG KONG - Report on the progress of health activities during 
1959/1960 

(7) JAPAN - A brief report on public health administration In Japan, I960 

(8) MACAO - Report on the progress of health activities 

(9) MALAYA • - R e p o r t on the progress of health activities during 1959/1960 

(10) NETHERLANDS NEW GUINEA - R e p o r t on the progress of health activities 

during 1959 
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Resolutions of reKional interest adopted by the twenty-fifth session of the 

a œ c u t i v e ^ o a r d . " a n d the Thirteenth WÔrid~Health Assembly (document WP/RCll/7) 

The Committee noted the resolutions adopted by the twenty-fifth session of the 

Executive Board and the Thirteenth World Health Assembly on (1) the Malaria Eradication 

Special Account, (2) the Development of the Malaria Eradication P r o g r a m m e ,⑶ Smallpox 

Eradication, (4) Radiation Health, including Protection of Mankind from Ionizing 

Radiation Hazards, (5) the Third General Programme of Work covering a Specific Period 

1962-1965 inclusive, (6) ШО/UNICEF Jointly Assisted Activities, (7) World Health Year, 

(9) W H O Participation in the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance. (See 

resolution WP/RC11.R10.) 

PART IV. OTHER BUSINESS 

1. Progress reports from governments on health activities 

The Chairman acknowledged the following progress reports which had been 

transmitted to the Regional Director: 

(1) AUSTRALIA - Report of the Forty-Ninth Session of the National Health 

and Medical Research Council, and the Report of the Director-General of 

Health for the period 1 July 1956 - 3〇 June 1958 

(2) B R U N E工 - R e p o r t on the progress of health activities during I960 

(5) GUAM 
year i960 

)
e
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(11) NORTH BORNEO - Report on the progress of health activities during 1959 
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(12) TERRITORY OP PAPUA AND NEW GUINEA - Report on the progress of health 
activities (51 July 1959 - 30 June i960) 

(13) PHILIPPINES - Report on the progress of health activities for the fiscal 
year 1 July 1959 - 30 June I960 

(14) SINGAPORE - Report on the progress of health activities during 
1959/1960 

(15) TIMOR - Report on the progress of health activities during the fiscal 
year 1959/ I960 

(16) TRUST TERRITORY OP THE PACIFIC ISLANDS - Report on the progress of ' 
health activities during the fiscal year i960 

(17) VIET NAM - Report on the progress of health activities 

2. Technical Discussions 

Technical discussions were held on "The Organization and Administration of Rural 
Health Services". This subject was dealt with under two headings, viz. "Planning 
and Assessment of Health Services" and "Organization and Administration". 

Both topics were presented by a panel after which there was an open discussion. 
Three discussion groups then considered the subject on the basis of pre-established 
guide-lines. 

The Committee selected "Dental Health" for the Technical Discussions irx 1961» 
It was also agreed that it would be very useful to appoint the Chairman of the 
Technical Discussions well in advance of each session and the Committee decided that 
selection should be made by the Regional Director in consultation with the Chairman. 
(See resolution WP/RC11.R11J 

The report on the Technical Discussions appears in Annex 4. 

Other 

Referí* ing to the recent emergency which had arisen in the Philippines as a 
result of the considerable damage caused by floods, the representative from the 
United States of America suggested that a resolution should be adopted transmitting 
to the Government the sympathy of the Committee, and expressing the hope that 
conditions would very soon return to normal. This was unanimously agreed. (See 
resolution WP/RC11.R12.) ‘ 
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PART V . RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED BY THE COMMITTEE 

WP/hCll.Rl NOMINATION OF THE REGIONAL DIRECTOR 

The Regional Committee, , 

In accordance with the requirements of Rule Л9 of the Rules of , 

Procedure of the Regional Committee, 

RECOMMENDS to the Executive Board the extension of the term of office 

of D r I . C . Fang for a further period of five years from 1 July 1961 to 

30 June 1966. 

W P R Handb.Res., 2nd ed., 6.3 First meeting, 12 August I960 

WP/RC11.R2 ANNUAL REPORT OF THE REGIONAL DIRECTOR 

The Regional Committee, 

Having reviewed the Annual Report of the Regional Director on the work 

of WHO in the Western Pacific Region during the period 1 July 1959 to 

50 June I960, 

1. EMPHASIZES the importance of: 

(1) studying the socio-economic conditions and. potential resources 

of the countries concerned as a basis for the planning and establishment 

of public health programmes on a long-term basis; 

(2) the co-ordination of health programmes with national economic 
developnent programmes; 

⑶ the development of vital and health statistics, particular 

attention being made to the adaptation of such services in accordanee 
with the development of the country or territory concerned; 

(4) good planning in the development of hospitals so that the number 

of beds is comraensurate with the population to be covered; 

(5) integration being part of the planning of all health programmes; 

(6) the development of nutrition programmes ； 

2 . REQUESTS the Regional Director: 

(1) to assist governments to carry out more extensive studies to 

determine the social and economic factors leading to nutrition problems 
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and to distribute to governments material 
relative to nutrition in people living in 
problems; 

(2) to Increase the number of educational inter-country programmes 
which have been found to have been of considerable benefit to and to 
have had influence on the development of national programmes； 

(3) to provide to interested governments information on pilot projects 
for the supply of piped water to rural and island communities; 

1>, NOTES with satisfaction the evaluation of completed projects and the fact 
that the public health administrations concerned are continuing the activities; 

CONGRATULATES the Regional Director and his staff on the preparation of a 
comprehensive and detailed report； 

5. ADOPTS unanimously the report. 

WPR Handb.Res. 2nd ed., 2.2 Third meeting, 16 August I960 

collected on measurements 
countries with similar 

WP/tiCll.RJ LEPROSY CONTROL 

The Regional Committee, 

Recognizing the need for wider appreciation by all peoples of the world 
of advances in the treatment and control of leprosy; 

Realizing that health administrations may sometimes be reluctant to adopt 
policies in conformity with these advances in knowledge because of the slowness 
with which the general public, also professional and political groups, can be 
convinced of the modern viewpoint regarding this disease, 

1. RECOMMENDS that the World Health Organization should intensify its global 
public information and educational activities in the endeavour to change age-old 
attitudes to leprosy and to gain acceptance of modern concepts; and 

2. SUGGESTS that leprosy should be an early subject for a World Health Day. 

WPR Handb.Res. 2nd ed., 1.2*2 (1) Third meeting, 16 August I960 

WP/RC11.R4 MODIFICATIONS TO THE 196l REGULAR PROGRAMME AND BUDGET 

The Regional Committee 

1. NOTES the modifications made in the regular programme and budget for 196l; 
and 
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2 . REQUESTS the Regional Director to implement the programme as amended. 

WPR Handb.Res. 2nd ed., 3.1.2 Third meeting, l6 August I960 

WP/RC11.-R5 1962 REGULAR PROGRAMME AjND BUDGET ESTIMATES 

The Regional Committee, 

Having examined the regular programme and budget estimates proposed for 

the Western Pacific Region in 1962 and the report of the Sub-Committee on 

Programme and Budget, 

1. CONSIDERS that the programme is well conceived and that a satisfactory 

balance has been maintained among subject headings; 

2 . NOTES the programmes proposed for implementation under the Malaria 

Eradication Special Account; 

REQUESTS the Regional Director to transmit the proposals to the 
Director-General for his consideration, for inclusion in his proposed 
prograrames for 1962, the implementation of which is subject to the 
necessary funds being voted by the World Health Assembly. 

WPR Handb.Res. 2nd ed., 3.1.1 Third meeting, 16 August I960 

WP/RC11.R6 SUPPLEMENTARY LIST OF PROJECTS 

The Regional Committee, 

Having, as part of its consideration of the proposed programme and 
budget estimates for 1962, reviewed the supplementary list of projects which 
were requested by governments, including those brought forward during the 
meeting which could not be accommodated within the regional allocations for 

1961 and 1962, 

1 BELIEVES that the projects in the supplementary list should be 

considered part of the regional programme and should therefore be forwarded 

to the Director-General for submission to the Executive Board and the World 

Health Assembly; 

2 REQUESTS the Regional Director to implement as many of the projects in 
the supplementary list as possible and that in so doing he should take into 
consideration not only the general priorities recommended by the Regional 
Committee at its ninth session but also those recommended by the World Health 
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Assembly and that assistance should be given to developing rather than 

developed countries. 

WPR Handb.Res. 2nd éd., 3.1.3 Third meeting, 16 August I960 

WP/RC11.R7 1961 AND 1962 PROGRAMME AND COST ESTIMATES UNDER TOE EXPANDED 
PROGRAMME OP TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 

The Regional Committee 

1. NOTES the projects proposed by governments in the Western Pacific 

Region for implementation under the Expanded Prograrane of Technical 

Assistance; 

2. REITERATES its previous opinion that much benefit can be derived from 

inter-country programmes； and 

Considering that the following projects can best be carried out on 

an inter-country basis! 

1961: Nursing administration seminar 
Seminar on acute rheumatism 

1962: Seminar on rural health services 
Food sanitation seminar, 

5. EXPRESSES the hops that these projects will be approved by the 
Technical Assistance Board and Technical. Assistance Committee. 

WPR Handb.Res. 2nd ed., 4.2.5 Thi对 meeting, 16. Auguaii I960 

WP/RC11.R8 SECOND GENERAL PROGRAMME OP WORK COVERING A SPECIFIC 
PERIOD, I962-I965 INCLUSIVE 

The Regional Committee, 

Having considered the draft suggested by the Regional Director for the 

second general programme of work; 

Recalling that the first general programme of work was adopted by the 

Regional Committee for the three-year period, 1957-1960, 

1. DECIDES to extend by one year the first general programme of work; and 
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2
#
 ADOPTS the proposed second^eneral programme of work^ as amended, for 

the specific period, 1962-19б5-

WPR Handb.Res. 2nd ed., 1.1.5 Third meeting, 16 August I960 

WP/ÏIC11.R9 MALARIA ERADICATION 

The Regional Committee, 

Having considered the report of the Regional Director on thé malaria 

eradication programme in the Western Pacific Region, 

1 . NOTES 
(1) the continued progress of and extension of antimalaria operations 

to-practically all the malarious countries in the Region; 

(2) the serious financial situation facing malaria eradication 

operations; 

(3) that the training facilities in the Region have been improved by 
the holding of courses at Tala, Rizal, Philippines in both the English 
and French languages； 

(4) that two trials with medicated salt are now in operation in the 

Region; 

2 . URGES Member governments: 

(1) to continue to give first priority to malaria eradication 
programmes even when the incidence of the disease has been reduced 
to a low level; 

(2) to ensure that money, personnel and materials are made available 

to support the programme; 

CALLS on Member governments, particularly those countries with no 
malaria problem, to contribute generously to the financing of the world-
wide malaria eradication programme; 

1 Annex J> 

2

 Unpublished document WP/RCll/8 
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4. REQUESTS the Regional Director: 

(1) to continue to extend and improve the facilities for the training 
. of malaria staff in the Region； 

(2) to ask the South-East Asia Regional Office to approach the 
government concerned with a view to intensifying the malaria 
operations in Kalimantan and obtaining, as soon as possible, 
information on the progress of the campaign. 

WPR Handb.Res. 2nd ed., 1.2.1 Fourth meeting, 17 August i960 

WP/RC11/R10 RESOLUTIONS OP REGIONAL INTEREST ADOPTED BY IHE TWENTY-FIFTH 
SESSION OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD AND THE THIRTEENTH WORLD . 
HEALTH ASSEMBLY 

The Regional Committee 

NOTES the resolutions adopted by the Executive Board and the Thirteenth 
World Health Assembly on the Malaria Eradication Special Account, the 
Development of the Malaria Eradication Programme, Smallpox Eradication, 
Radiation Health, including Protection of Mankind from Ionizing Radiation 
Hazards, the Third. General Programme of Work covering a Specific Period 
1962-1965 inclusive, ШО/üNICEF Jointly Assisted Activities, World Health 
Year

s
 WHO Participation in the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance. 

WPR Handb.Res. 2nd ed., 5.2 Fourth meeting, 17 August I960 

WP/RC11.R11 TECHNICAL DISCUSSIONS 

The Regional Committee 

1. NOTES the report on the Technical Discussions；
1 

2. DECIDES that the subject of the Technical Discussions in 1961 should 
be "Dental Health"； 

3. CONSIDERS that the appointment of a Chairman for the Technical 
Discussions well in advance of the meeting would greatly enhance the value 
of the discussions； and 

Annex 4 
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斗. RECOMMENDS that the chairman of future technical discussions should be 
selected by the Regional Director in consultation with the Chairman of the 
Regional Committee. 

WPR Handb.Res. 2nd ed., 5.4.2 Fourth meeting, 17 August I960 

WP/RC11.R12 NATIONAL DISASTER 

The Regional Committee, 

Being aware of the recent emergency which has arisen in the Philippines 
as a result of the considerable damage caused by floods, 

1. REQUESTS the Regional Director to transmit to the Government its 
sympathy； and 

2. SINCERELY HOPES that conditions will very soon return to normal. 

Fourth meetings 17 August I960 

WP/RC11.R13 TIME, PLACE AND DURATION OF THE TWELFTH AND THIRTEENTH 
SESSIONS OF THE REGIONAL COMMITTEE 

The Regional Committee, 

Having considered the report of the Regional Director on the time^ date 
and place of the twelfth and thirteenth sessions of the Regional Committee, 

1. REAFFIRMS the decision taken at its previous session that the twelfth 
session of the Committee should be held in New Zealand in 1961; 

2. EXPRESSES its appreciation for the invitation made by the Government 
of Korea that the thirteenth session of the Committee should be held in 
Korea in 1962； but 

3- DECIDES to defer action on this invitation until the twelfth session 
of the Regional Committee. 

WPR Handb.Res. 2nd ed., 5.3 Fourth meeting, 17 August I960 

1

 Unpublished document WP/RCll/9 
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WP/ÏÎC11.R14 RESOLUTION OF APPRECIATION 

The Regional Committee 

EXPRESSES its appreciation and thanks to: 

(1) His Excellency, the President of the Republic of the Philippines, 
for the arrangements made to receive the representatives and members 
of the Secretariat; 

(2) the Secretary of Health and other persons for the hospitality 
offered； 

(3) the Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Rapporteurs and the Chairman of 
the Technical Discussions； 

(斗） t h e representatives of the United Nations, the Technical 
Assistance Boards UNICEF,, the South Pacific Commission and of the 
non-governmental organizations who made statements； 

(5) the Regional Director and the Secretariat for their work in 
connexion with the organization of the session. 

Fifth meeting, 17 August i960 

WP/RC11.R15 ADOPTION OF THE REPORT 

The Regional Committee 

1. NOTES the report on the eleventh session of the Committee； and 

2. ADOPTS the report. 

Fifth meeting, 17 August I960 
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AGENDA 

1. Opening of the eleventh session of the. Regional Committee 

Address by retiring Chairman 

2. Address by the Director-General 

3. Election of new officers: Chairman, Vice-Chairman and 

Rapporteurs 

4. Address by incoming Chairman 

5. Adoption of the provisional agenda WP/RCll/l Rev. I 

6. Technical Discussions 

6.1 Designation of Chairman 

6.2 Acceptance of the Programme for Technical 
Discussions WP/RC11/TD2 Rev.l 

7. Establishment of the -Sub-Committee on Programme and 
Budget 

8. Acknowledgement by the Chairman of brief reports 
received from governments on the progress of 
their health activities 

9. Election of the Regional Director WP/RC11/2 

10. Report of the Regional Director WP/RC11/3 

11. Review of the proposed programme and budget for 196l in the 
light of present budgetary adjustments and consideration 
of amendments.proposed by Member countries WP/HCll/4 

12. Proposed programme and budget estimates for the financial 
year 1 January - December 1962 

WP/RC11/5 
WP/RC11/5 Add.l 
WP/RC11/5 Corr.l 

13• Proposed programme of work for a specific period WP/RC11/6 
WP/RC11/6 Corr.l 

14. Resolutions of regional interest adopted by the twenty-fifth 
session of the Executive Board and the Thirteenth World 
Health Assembly WP/RCll/7 
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15. Malaria eradication WP/RCll/8 

16. Consideration of the report presented by the Sub-Committee 
on Programme and Budget 

17. Consideration of the report presented by the Technical 

Discussion Group 

18. Time, place and duration of twelfth and thirteenth sessions WP/RCll/9 

19. Other business 

20. Adoption of the draft report of the Committee 

21. Adjournment 
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REPORT OF THE SUB-COMMITTEE ON PROGRAMME AND BUDGET 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Sub-Committee on Programme and Budget, composed of representatives from 
Australia, Prance, Korea, Netherlands, Portugal and the United States of America, held 
two meetings on 12 and 15 August I960 under the chairmanship of Dr R . C. Lee. It 
discussed the following agenda: 

(i) Review of the regular, programme and budget for 1961 in the light 
of present budgetary adjustments and consideration of amendments 
proposed by Member countries 

(ii) Proposed programme and budget estimates for 1962 regular programme 

(iii) Malaria Eradication Special Account 

(iv) Supplementary list of projects 

(V) Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance. 

Representatives from Japan, Malaya and Viet Nam also attended, 

2. DISCUSSION 

2 • 1 Review of the regular programme and budget for 1961 in the light of 

present budgetary adjustments and consideration of amendments proposed 
by Member countries (document WP/RCll/4) 

The Sub-Committee noted that the modifications increasing the cost estimates for 
the Regional Office, Regional Advisers and Area Representatives mainly resulted from 
changes in post adjustments. The Secretary pointed out that since the preparation of 
the document there had been further changes, a revision of the local salary scale, a 
change in the exchange rate of the Philippine peso, and it was probable there would be 
a further change in the Manila post adjustment

 ч
 While it was not possible to give an 

exact indication of the final modification of the estimates resulting from these items, 
the net result would be a decrease in expenditure rather than an increase as now shown. 

Attention was drawn to the fact that the Regional Director had decided to 
reinstall the post of regional adviser in tuberculosis in place of the post of regional 
adviser in parasitic diseases an<i the latter post would not be implemented. These 
decisions resulted from a review of the staffing pattern by the Regional Directo^, 
taking into account the requests for technical advice and the needs of the Region. 
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The Sub-Committee noted thai the modifications concerning Country Schedules were 
the result of requests from governments, re-costings due to changes in the averages and 
statutory allowances, shifting from average costs to actual costs, and similar such 
items. The Secretary called the attention of the Committee to a mistalce on page 7 of 
the document h e r e i n a request for a fellowship for Viet Nam in public health 
administration was shown as withdrawn due to a misunderstanding in the Regional Office. 
It was proposed that this fellowship be placed in the supplementary list for 1961 with* 
top priority against savings. 

The Secretary drew the attention of the Sub-Committee to the fact that thers were 

two additional factors that might cause further modifications to the 196l programme, 

the first being that the Regional Director had been advised by the Director-Gteneral 

that, due to possible additional overall requirements in the way of statutory staff 

costs and other unforeseen expenses, it might be necessary to reduce the budget for 

both 1961 and 1962 in the amount of $ 75 000 per year by relegating additional projects 

to the supplementary list. The second factor was the question of currency 

utilization. The Secretary advised the Committee that the Region had to utilize a 

^
o t a l o f

 $
 2 0 0

 000 in Australian and New Zealand pounds or face a possible decrease 

in the Region's allocation up to the amount not utilized. The Secretary requested 

the members of the Sub-Committee to urge their governments to send more fellows to 

these countries, both of vdiich offered excellent facilities and were very co-operative 

in receiving WHO fellows, and this would also be in line with an earlier Regional 

Committee resolution encouraging the training of more fellows within the Region. 

After discussions on the question of the possible decrease in country programmes to 

cover statutory staff costs, the Secretary pointed out that statutory staff costs for 

the whole of the Organization were now covered under one Appropriation Section held 

by headquarters and that in order to cover the total cost of the items under that 

Section headquarters had advised that it mi^it be necessary to make certain reductions 

on the field projects in order to cover tha possible deficiencies. In addition to 

statutory staff costs, the reductions, if required, might also be needed to cover 

emergencies, as in the Congo where WHO was undertaking responsibility for medical 

services although no budgetary provision had been made. The Secretary emphasized 

that such reduction was not definite at present but that necessary modifications would 

probably be first made in intar-country programmes and that the Regional Director 

would consult with tho governments concerned before cuts were to be made to country 

programmes. ‘ 

The Sub-Committee discussed the costs of fellowships in various countries in and 
outside of the Region. 

Decision: The Sub-Committee agreed that these modifications should be 
incorporated into the 1961 progràhame, and tfcat the Regional‘ Director 
should be requested to implement the programme as amended, taking into 
account that additional modifications might be required as discussed in 
the meeting. 
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2.2 Proposed programme and budget estimates for 1962 regular programme 

(docTiment WP/ÓaCll/5) " 

The Sub-Committee noted that the total amount of budget proposed for 1962 
was 翁 I 76Д 639, ai increase of | 160 539. Of this increase only | 1357 was 
proposed for the Regional Office and the number of posts in the Regional Office 
remained the same as in I960 and 1961, whereas an increase of % 159 182 was 
proposed for field activities• 

As concerns the Regional Advisers, the Secretaiy advised that in addition 
to -the adviser on tuberculosis reinstated in 1961, there would be a second adviser 
on environmental sanitation 1962. This was a continuation of the post carried 
under the Special Account for the Comimnity Water Supply Programme in I960 and 1961. 
The Sub-Committee discussed the matter of a regional adviser on mal aida being 
carried under the regular budget. The Deputy Director-General explained that, in 
view of the uncertainty of the MESA programme and resources, it was the policy of 
the Director-General to maintain certain basic malaria activities under the regular 
budget at about the same level as was done prior to the MESA, programme, and to 
consider the MESA programme as a supplement to these basic activities. He pointed 
out the critical position of the W,Sk programme and advised that it might be 
necessary in the future to charge even more malaria activities to the regular 
budget if the position did not inprove. The Sub-Committee accepted the explanation 

The Sub-Committee went through the country programmes in the document countiy 
by country. In addition to points raised on specific projects, the Sub-Committee 
discussed the general question of the treponematoses programme and also the 
proposed seminars under the inter-countiy programme^ 

Decision? The Sub-Committee decided to recommend to the plenary session 

the approval of the programme, and budget for 1962 as recommended by the 

Regional Director. 

2.3 Malaria Eradication Special Account (document W / R C H / 5 ) 

The Sub-Committee examined the proposals under the Malaria Eradication Special 
Account and noted that additional activities were undertaken under the regular and 
Technical Assistance budgets. It was also noted that the financing of the MESA 
programme was based on voluntary contributions from governments and, accordingly, 
whether or not the proposals could be carried out depended on the availability of 
such funds. The Chairman stated that the Special Account would be an inçjortant 
agenda item at the next Health Assembly. The Secretary pointed out that the 
malaria eradication programme would undoubtedly undergo modifications in tbe future 
and advised the Sub-Committee of specific changes in the programme for Korea. 

Decision: The Sub-Committee decided to report to the plenary session 
that it was satisfied with the programmes proposed for lirçilementation 
under the Malaria Eradication Special Account and recommended that they 
be forwarded by the Regional Director to the Executive Board for 
consideration for inclusion in the 1962 programme. 
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2.4 Supplementaiy list of projects (document T/JP/RCll/5 Add.l) 
OW—HĤ ——in——a—̂ ―^―，*и—r•嘩i— ii дс» ышг,1яг̂тт _ 

.�• f- • ‘ • - • - ••—、, -«V - .44 ... . - - . ••• •： . . .,. 
The Sub-Coirmdttee examined the supplementary list of projects which oould not 

be included in the proposed regular programme and budget for 1962 due to budgetaiy 
limitations• The list also contained the supplementary projects for I960 and 1961 • 

The Sub -Commit tee approved the inclusion of the following pro jectss 

(1) Viet Nam - One fellowship in public health administration 
(preventive medicine) 

(2) Inter-countiy • Four fellowships to cover participation by 
programme Australia and New Zealand in the food sanitation 

seminar which was proposed for implementation under 
the Technical Assistance programme. 

The Japanese Representative requested that^ if possible, the health education 
(advisozy services) project be considered for implementation in 1961 and not in 
1962• The Sub-Committee also expressed agreement to the request of the Government 
of Malera that the post of virologist now shewn under the regular budget be 
exchanged for an expert in public health administration now in the supplementaiy 
list, 

• Decisions The Sub-Comroittee decided to report to the plenaiy session that 
it was satisfied with the supplementary list of projects as listed and 
amended. It reœimaended that the Regional Director implement as many of the 
projects as was possible and that i.n so doing he should take into consideration 
not only the general priorities recommended by the Regional Comraittee at 
its ninth session b u t also those recoimpended by the World Health Assembly 
and that assistance should be given to developing^ rather than developed, 
countries

e 

2o5 Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance (document WP/RCll/5> including 

Annex А，даДС11/5 СоггЛ) …•‘ 

The Secretary stated that the budget document had been prepared based on 
advanced information which was tentative, that from I960 onwards government 
requests to the Technical Assistance Board covered two-year programming, and that 
the modifications shown ±n document WP/RCll/5 Corral were based on the actual 
government requests for 1961 and 1962 which had now been received. 

The Sub-Committee noted that the projects listed in the Technical Assistance 
programme Ъу countries were sho-wn for information purposes only and that ttieir 
approval was required only in respect to the intercountry programmes^ The 
Secretary advised that the maternal and child health (advisory services) project 
shema on page 8 of document WP/RCll/5 Ccrr«X had been withdrawn from the 
int or-count ly programme by the Regional Director and that he recommended its 
replacement b y a seminar on acute rheumatism^ together with a nursing administration 
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seminar, in 1961 and a food sanitation seminar and a seminar on rural health 

services in 1962, Secretary explained that -üie maternal and child health 

pro j oat had been originally included as an inter-count zy project but that t h e South 

Pacific Commission had now made a direct request to the Technical Assistance Board 

for the necessary funds for the project. Therefore, i t would not be proposed to 

be financed out of inter-country programme funds allocated to this Region, by-

headquarters. The Sub-Committee discussed the relationship between the Organiza-

tion and the Commission and the question of the eligibility of the Commission for 

technical assistance. The Deputy Director-General advised the Sub-Commit tee that 

it was in order for the South Pacific Commission to place a request o n behalf of 

its Member States to the Technical Assistance Board. 

Uxe Secretary advised the Sub-Committee that the amounts finally proposed for 

inter-country programmes of this L'3gion had been limited to approximately $ 50 000 

each year о Accordingly, he provided modified cost estimates of the four saninars 

proposed b y the Regional Director, 

Decisions The Sub-Committee examined the Technical Assistance 

pïo^ânnfe for 1961 and 1962 and endorsed the following programmes 

for implementation on an inter-countiy basis: 

1961? Nursing administration seminar 

Seminar on acute rheumatism 

1962á Seminar on rura?» health services 

Food sanitation seminar 
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SECOND GENERAL PROGRAMME OF WfíK COVERING A SPECIFIC PERIOD 

1962-1965 

1 , STRENGTHENING OF NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICES 

lei Four area representatives have been assigned i n the Region to facilitate 

contacts with governments and representatives of other organizations in their 

respective areas of assignment. Such contacts have been helpful i n assessing the 

health needs of the countries and territories and. have facilitated the planning and 

development of health programmes. It is planned to continue the services of t^e. 

area representatives and to increase their responsibilities with a view to providing 

more effective assistance to governments in determining their needs and in planning 

for programmes which would strengthen the health services at all levels, taking into 

consideration the available technical and financial resources of the countries 

concernedо 

1.2 Particular attention should be given to the strengthening of national health 

administrations in the overall object of strengthening the national health services. 

The sine qua non of a good health service consists of an adequate number of 

w e l l - t r S n ë d l n ï ï experienced staff, a good organization supported b y sound legis-

lation and adequate financial support. If the administration is w e a k , it will be 

difficult to effect strengthening of health services, much less promote the ... 

integration and co-ordination of activities
e 

1.3 The integration of specialized activities into the overall health services of 

the countiy is an important aspect in the strengthening of national health services. 

It is desirable to integrate services at the start of a programme where a local 

health authority' exists or as soon as local health services are established, Wxere 
this has not been done, integration should be planned carefully and effected as 

rapidly as possible, 

1.4 Strengthening' of national health services requires close collaboration and 

co-ordination of efforts with other economic and social activities. The involve-

ment of other government departments, such as those dealing with education, public 

works, research, social welfare, etc., would help in a great way to achieve a 

well-balanced and co-ordinated, programme in the countiy. 

It iè proposed to give emphasis to the following: 

(i) the encouragement of more vigorous action against endemic 

diseases wherever these still exist by means of inter-countiy 

、and inter-regional exchange of experience and through direct 

assistance to requesting countries; 
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(ii) the continuation of assistance in the organization of services 
for the rural population by the establishment of health demonstration 
areas and integration of corniminicable disease control and other 
essential programmes into existing rural health services; 

(iii) the expansion of maternal and child health progrannnes, attention 
being given to the promotion of maternal and child health as well as 
to the reduction of factors contributing to high mortality and 
morbidity among infants and young childrenj 

(iv) the expansion of activities in the field of environmental 
sanitation and special attention to commanity water supply 
programmes and human wasjïe disposal programmes) 

the promotion of optimal levels of nutrition; 

the integration of health education in 豸11 health programmes5 

the establishment of adequate public health laboratory services; 

the improvement of vital and health statistics servie es • 

(v) 

(vi) 

(vii-) 

(viii) 

2. SUBJECTS OF GENERAL ХШШАТХОШЬ INTEREST 

There are still a number of activities liiich by their nature have to be 
dealt with centrally by headquarters» Among these are international 
epidemiology^ the compilation and analysis of statistical materials, the 
establishment of international standards, and the publishing and keeping up to 
date of such publications as the International Pharmocopoeia and the International 
Statistical Classification of Diseases, Injuries and Causes of Deaths 

The development of national arrangements in epidemiological^ statistical 
and informational spheres varies considerably in the Western Pacific Region^ 
The regional organization can provide assistance in three ways5 (1) by awarding 
fellowships to prepare health workers in the Region to make the most extensive 
and effective use of information and experience xdiich is accumulating in regard 
to t h e above activities! (2) b y providing shortrterm consultants to assist In 
the organization of training courses in statistics! and (3) by providing techxiicaL 
guidance to countries through the services of the regional statistician^ 

There is a definite need to promote further studies on the use of radiation 
and isotopes in health care, including research, as well as on the health 
problems associated Kith the increasing "widespread use of radiation and radios 
active material and the development of atomic energy .for peaceful uses* 
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3. 職 S U R E S AGAINST DISEASE 

3.1 Communicable disease 

Assistance to governments in combating coirarninicable disease on a world-wide 
or regional basis should have a high priority. It is extremely important to 
itensiiy efforts towards malaria, smallpox and yaws eradication, and to provide 
adequate measures to prevent their reintroduction to countries where these 
diseases have been eliminated. It will also be necessary to intensify activities 
against leprosy, tuberculosis, venereal diseases, virus diseases and tiie parasitic 
diseases affecting large proportions of populations. In some diseases like 
tuberculosis and leprosy, the rehabilitation of patients whose disease has been 
arrested deserves special attention» 

3.2 Non-conmmnicable disease 

"WHO should be prepared to provide assistance in the stuc^y, prevention and 

control of non-communicable diseases such as degenerative diseases of the heart 

and circulation and malignant tumours as well as in the field of mental disorders 

and occupational diseases. 

4. EDUCATION AND TRAIHING OF PROFESSIONAL AND AUXILIAHÏ PERSONNEL 

The education and training of national health personnel of all categories 
still remains a need of fundamental importance in the Region and should continue 
to receive a high priority in the programme of тогк of the Organization. Whenever 
possible, training should be carried out within the Region to take advantage of 
the similarity of health conditions; and as it is relatively more economical to 
train personnel within the Region, this would permit the training of more national, 
staff with the funds available to the Organization. Proper planning, implementation 
and evaluation of education and training programmes are essential. It is of the 
greatest importance to csrxy out a proper assessmont of the needs of the countries 
to permit an orderly development of a training scheme. It is equally important 
that efforts be made to select suitable candidates for training and to ensure that 
the personnel thus trained are retained and utilized to the fullest extent possible 
upon their return. Particular attention should be given to training of personnel, 
who, upon their return, could in turn train others. 

工七 will be necessary for Ш0 to continue during this specific period to. 
develop its fellowship programmes, consultant services, assistance to educational 
institutions and exchange of scientific information, in order to help countries 
realize what their needs are and to promote such measures as are required by 
national and local conditions. It will also be desirable to continue the 
organization of seminars, training courses and other types of inter-country 
meetings to further the education and training programme. 
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5 . MEDICAL RESEARCH 

‘ The research prograirmie, being of a global nature, remains, as in the past, a 
headquarters responsibility. Regional staff should, however, be research conscious 
and bear the needs of the research prograiraœ continuously in mind. Thus they m i l 
b e able to call the attention of headquarters to pertinent information gathered and 
headquarters will, from time to time

5
 indicate "what particular type of information 

is "needed• Regions should also call the attention of headquarters to particular 
problems i^diich in their opinion warrant researdi» They have also a role in the 
planning of field research, especially by assisting in the selection of suitable 
sites. In field research, the technical responsibilities of the Region will be 
significant^ their extent depending on the particular nature of the projects® 

Special attention wall continue to be given to health problems involving 
countries in this Region• In this connexion, pilot projects in which the 
findings can be used as a basis for large-scale programmes should be encouraged^ 

в. CO-ORDINATION OF HEALTH ЩТН OTHER SOCIAL AND ЕСОШЩС ACTIVITIES 

Co-ordination of health work means the concentration of all efforts from 
whatever source, so that they* can be fully effective for achieving the stated 
objectives» 

During the specific period, the Regional Office should continue to promote 
the co-ordination of health m t h other social and economic activities» Working 
relations have been established by Ш0 with： 

(i) the United Nations, the specialized agencies and the 
International Atomic Energy Agency; 

(ii) other inter-goverranental or governmaitaX agencies engaged in 
inteinational health woiic; 

(xii) non-governmental organizations interested in health problems; 

(xv) a large number of organizations and institutions, official and 

private, and individuals in maiiy parts of the world• 

It should be incuiribent upon the Regional Office to eMeavour to promote 
co-ordination of health elements in plans and programmes at the national or 
regional level and to co-operate at all levels ；vâth undertakings that contribute 
to health, b y making available the benefit of WHO

1

 s technical resources and 
experience. The e s tabli shinent by governments of national co-ordination 
committees in countries receiving aid from different agencies would facilitate 
this work» It is particularly important to emphasize that the Regional Office 
should familiarize itself with the social and economic activities being planned 
or implemented in the Region, not only to assist in the health field but also to 
call the attention of other agencies to the public health needs or implications of 
certain development pro grammes. 
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7 . Among the programrtBS of concerted action in the economic and socxal fields, 
Ш0 should continue to promote further еэфапзЮп of the health role xn overall 
programmes of community de,-

3
lopmeni. Similarly，the Organisation ш.11 m a ^ t a a n 

its interest in other broad programmes of concerted action, such as water 
resources and utilization, industrialization and productivity, urbanization and 

housing, nutrition, 

8 . EV/iUJATION 

The Regional Office ra.ll continue to pay careful attention to ttie evaluation 

of the health activities being carried out with a view to assisting governments 

in the planning of e ^ a n d e d activities designed to strengthen health services. 

Thi¡ too will provide a basis for the P r o d u c t i o n of s a l l a r p r o g r a m e s ал other 

countries so that early mistakes and failures may not be repeated and that all 

countries in the Region may share in tiie experience gained. 
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TECHNICAL DISCUSSIONS 

1„ SUBJECT 

The subject was "Organization and Administration of Rural Health Services" as 

selected hj the Committee at its tenth session. 

2。 ORGANIZATION OF THS DISCUSSIONS 

The first session consisted of the opening remarks 时 the technical 
discussions Chairman and an explanation of the procedures and panel presentation 
of the topic "Planning and Assessment of Health Services". This was followed Ъу 
group discussion meetings. 

In the second session the second topic "Organization and Administration" was 

presented and followed by short open discussions. 

The participants were divided into ttiree groups and conducted a free discussion 
oí the subject in accordance with guidelines prepared in advance of the meeting. 
Each discussion group had a discussion leader and one or more rapporteurs. Each 
grroup submitted a report on its discussions* 

The third session was held as a general s e s á o n and consisted mainly of the 
presentation of discussion group reports. Each pre saltation, was followed by a 
discussion. An evaluation of the discussions was undertaken during this session. 

The topic for the technical discussions during the twelfth session of the 

iiegional Committee was considered» 

3
e
 PANEL PRESENTAT工ON 

The panel гээаЬ®7?13 гаДв<зй ths follow teg points: 

(x) definition of the problems in rural health services through a 

surv^r of needs and resources; 

(ir
L
) establishment of short- and long-term priorities within the 

rural health service» 

The assessment of health services was also presented. In the field of maternal 
and child healtti, planning and assessment of health services for mothers and 
children in rural areas was highlighted. 
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Health planning and coimrainity organization concluded the first panel 

presentation. 

Kie second panel presentation raised such problems as the structure of the 
local health unit, including staffing pattern; the relationship of the local 
health services to higher levels of administration; and financing and cost of 
the health services. The concept of commanity participation, including community 
development schemes, was also raised by the panel members. The types of 
health services, distribution and coverage of the population from static heaL th 
centres arid sub-centres, training and supervision were also highlighted by the 
panel members. 

4 . GROUP DISCUSSIONS 

The groups met independently and. various points of particular interest were 

discussed. 

4.1 Planning and assessment 

4.1.1 In connexion with the planning and assessment of health services, it was 
agreed by all the groups that some fonn. of vital and statistical data should be 
available to indicate a general disease pattern aid the problems related thereto. 
It was evident that the content of this information would vary with "the degree of 
development of any particular area or rural community, 

4.1.2 In areas where the gathering of accurate data is difficult, it is necessary 

that health officers evaluate the available material carefully and when appropriate, 

uáe sample stirveys. 

4.1.3 Concerning the alms and contents of the service, it was felt that the aims 
of the rural health units can be divided into general and specific ones. General 
aims refer to the basic health activities, while the specific ones refer to special 
problems in the area. 

Д.1.4 A n y rural health programme should be planned within the financial 
resources and considering the availability of trained medical and ancillary personnel 
The possibility of encouraging the employment of local persons for rural areas was 
stressed. 

Д.1.5 Due consideration should be given to the demands of pressure groups (felt 
needs) as a guide in planning a rural health programme. 

Д.1.6 In any rural health programme there should be co-ordination between the 
governmental health activities and other agencies working in this field. 
Community development should also be considered. 
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毒7 Integration was agreed as a necessary factor in rural health services 
(both preventive and curative services should be rendered by the rural health 
tmit). In establishing programme priorities attention must be given to important 
disease problems against which effective control measures are available• A t the 
same time such control m a y give rise to other pressing problems, such as population 
increase, malnutrition, etc,, which should receive due consideration» … 

4.1.8 The governmeirt should take as much responsibility as possible to subsidize 
rural health units, 

It was considered that assessment of health work is essential, but no 

specific criteria could be set as to the frequency of evaluation• In principle, 

it should be done regularly* and. fairly frequently* 

Organization and, administration 

Д.2,1 Rural health units can be financed in one of three w¿tys: 

(i) Central government funds • 、 

(ii) Local government funds 

(iii) Voluntary donations or grants 

The point was raised that there is need to "health educate" persons responsible 

for funds, 

4.2.2 Distribution of service should be based upon the size of the population, 

geographical area， administrative set-up and receptibility and readiness of the 

population to accept the services； 
• « •. : . . -

Supervision at various levels of administration has been emphasized in all 
group discussions and should be integrated, at local level* 

4*2,4 The groups agreed that the health unit should, be headed by a physician, 
should include a nurse， a midwife and a sanitarian. For better co-ordination of 
services it is essential that the duties and responsibilities of various categories 
of health personnel should be well defined. 

The utilization of non-trained but supervised personnel, such as "hilots"
 y 

herb doctors, e t c” can be considered useful under certain circraistanees provided 
they are licensed and supervised. It was recognized that they can play a part in 

the health service. The general reluctance, however, to take this type of 

people on the payroll of the unit has been expressed. 
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4.2,5 Midwifery service is considered as a basic component in the service provided 
by the health unit. It was agreed that when full-time services of maternity beds 
are provided in health centres there should be a full-time service available. It 
was recognized that in very many countries and territories it is not advisable to 
provide maternity beds at health centres. 

Д.2.6 Training of personnel should be adequate and dependent upon the needs of 
the personnel. This training might be done at the national, intemediate or local 
levels, depending upon the training needs of the personnel. In some countries the 
training of personnel would have to Ъе done abroad, 

5 . RECOMMENDATIONS 

The technical discussion group made the following recommendations to the 

Regional Committee: 

(i) that the topic for the technical discussions during the twelfth session 
of the Regional Committee to be held in New Zealand should be "Dental Health" j 

(ii) that it would be very useful to appoint the chairman of the technical 
discussions well in advance of each session, the selection being made by the 
Regional Director in consultation with the Chairman of the Regional Committee. 

é , EVALUATION 

O f the completed questionnaires received, seven rated the Technical 
Discussions as excellent, twenty-three as reasonably good and one as mediocre. 

Several evaluation questionnaires contained the statement that the topic was 
too wide and too important to be adequately discussed in the tine allocated. 


